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Abstract. Thanks to citizen-side contributions, heritage scientists can now quite
often gather large amount of spatio-temporal data about heritage artefacts. In
the context of minor heritage collections, which often slip through large-scale
heritage programs, accessing such data sets may be a decisive turn in uncovering important clues, or significant relationships in and across collections. In
other words, the “citizen science” paradigm seemingly opens a whole new
range of opportunities at research level (e.g., enrichment of data, comparative
analyses, multidisciplinary annotations) and for collection holders (e.g., networking, “intangible” museums).

Yet, due to the nature of such data sets (e.g., heterogeneity in the wording, in
the precision, verifiability issues, contradictions), these opportunities also raise
challenges, in particular when wanting to foster cross examinations by heritage
scientists. The global objective of our research is to better weigh how the nature
of citizen-side contributions can impact the way information can be recorded,
formalized, and visualized. In this paper a clear focus is put on the space and
time parameters: geo-visualization, and spatio-temporal data visualization. The
paper introduces a series of open-source geo-visualization solutions that have
been designed for use in the context of information sets harvested from citizenside e-sources, and that help document minor heritage assets.

The results we present show that hybrid visualizations can act as a basis for
comparative reasoning and analysis, but also that the core service we should
manage to offer is definitely an infovis one: getting to understand (at last) what
we really know (and ignore).
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Introduction

Minor heritage comprises edifices/objects/landscapes, in other words vernacular heritage artefacts which are the result of past actions carried out by local society/inhabitants, by know-how, artisanship, acquired and transmitted from one generation to another. Indeed, they were important components of everyday life at a time,
but of today, they generally slip through large heritage programs or documentation
initiatives. It is a particular research topic as items are usually not well documented,
or documented in a very erratic way.
Heritage scientists and cultural actors cannot really count on existing and comprehensive research work when they want to analyze minor heritage. Nevertheless, as of
today, there is a large number of citizen-side contributions (e.g., personal or associative web sites, blogs, or crowdsourced data sets) dedicated to the minor heritage.
However, when looking at these contributions, there is neither any connection between them nor any structure. So, what if we pull those information sets together in
such a way that cultural/scientific professionals can better analyze them? Moving
from this point forward, this research focuses not only on “minor” heritage, but also
on citizen science and its potential, in an attempt at deciphering the context of “human” beyond the artistic value of heritage artefacts. Correspondingly, our research
effort questions the relevance and benefits of the citizen science paradigm in the context of minor heritage with a specific focus on spatial and temporal information. The
aim of this research is not to depict one particular artefact but to gain some understanding of information trends in a large collection of artefacts, i.e., spotting patterns
in the data sets that can then be analyzed and ultimately related to historical, geographical, climatic or other factors, and to cross-examine evidence about heritage
collections.
On the other hand, one could think that a visual model in terms of threedimensional rendering seems to be the nature of cultural heritage visualization, [1] but
there is a large amount of (often ill-defined) spatio-temporal information hidden beyond the imagery. Consequently, a complementary formalism is required for a comprehensive understanding of spatial characteristics of heritage edifices, their evolution, and more generally to address the why and how questions that need to be examined when trying to recount the stories of artefacts and of their interrelations in what
Kienreich [1] calls an information space. In that context, information visualization
(infovis), which is defined as “computer supported, interactive, visual representation
of abstract data to amplify cognition” [2], its potential to do cross-examination, and
uncover illiterate information. Intersecting infovis and carto/chrono-graphy, this paper
puts a clear focus on the space and time parameters: geo-visualization, and spatiotemporal data visualization. It introduces a series of open-source geo-visualization
solutions that have been designed for use in the context of information sets harvested
from citizen-side e-sources, and that help document minor heritage assets.

Yet, one thing has to be stated clearly: this paper’s claim is not that the visualization solutions we propose help analyze the heritage artefacts themselves. Our claim is
that the emergence of the citizen science paradigm requires pushing to the fore solutions helping to analyze and cross-examine the data behind these artefacts, with its
heterogeneity, lacks, and contradictions. The contribution focuses on an early-stage
possibility: distributing the data in time and space, and trying to highlight the informational patterns such a visualization bias allows for.
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State-of-the-art

Recent research in spatio-temporal information visualization has found application
platforms in a wide spectrum of fields, some of which extends to temporal data visualization with a physical spatial reference. Some researchers in the geographical domain initiated the joint use of information visualization and cartographic representation (contour lines, relief shading, or orthoimages) by superimposing vector graphics
[3], color-coded notation [4, 5], combination of the two former [6, 7] or animated
colored graphs [8, 9] as spatio-temporal information layers supporting enhanced information visualization. Similar to those, many innovative visualization techniques
are applied in the context of flow analysis [10, 11]. The work of [12] for instance
analyses the potential benefits of animation on both static maps and the space-time
cube, whereas the study of [13] visualizes spatio-temporal information dynamically as
3D animation superimposed on a cartographic background. In Beaude [14] travel
times of commuters are analyzed by means of a combination of three visuals solutions: a geo-tagged topographic map, a “topological space” in which durations are
represented by distances to the center point, and a time series represented as a histogram. The noteworthy contribution of Boyandin [15] brings a novelty to flowmaps by
combining the potentials of geo-visualization and abstract temporal information visualization as a hybrid solution. The study results in an easier interpretation of spatiotemporal patterns and of their mutual relations. In parallel to this approach, some
interactive platforms [16, 17] offer an integrated visualization of choropleth mapping
and geotagging based on the temporal queries defined by users in order to analyze
diverse regional dynamics. This integration is reinforced in some other studies [18,
19] by embedding graph and chart displays coupled with temporal animations or interactive navigation [20].
There is also a growing interest for diverse spatio-temporal information visualization techniques embedded in a cartographical solution. As an exemplification,
Goovaerts [21] criticizes the use of three-dimensional visualization applied to cartography, Thakur [22] introduces a “data vases” visual metaphor based on kite diagrams
in order to visualize multiple time, Bell [23] reuses the “data rose” visualization introduced by Huang [24] to superimpose geo-visualization and ringmaps. Similarly,
Zhao [25] deciphers the potential of integrating multiple visualizations, i.e. cartographic representation with ringmaps, horizontal and vertical views in different scales
(national, regional, etc.) by adding extrusion value for temporal events. In addition,
Tominski [26] employs color coded 3D trajectory bands embedded on a 2D map and

complements the visualization with a circular time display. And, Slingsby [27] experiments a link between treemaps, spatial treemaps, raster maps and road maps. The
above mentioned interactions allow cross-filtering of information by applying different spatial and temporal variable combinations.
A few applications [28, 29] have also targeted data sets in relation with historical
sciences: they appear as very promising for geo-localizing information, and [30] adds
a simultaneous visualization of temporal events. Nevertheless, these examples incorporate spatial anchoring of information in-forms of geo-localization, but they consider
the temporal dimension only in the context of a linear, punctual and determined actions. More specific to the cultural heritage domain, geo-localization of information
proved its importance with a number of examples [31-34] in the field, some of which
offering enhancement with simultaneous temporal information visualization. Nevertheless, detaching spatial information from temporal information bounds the understanding of cultural heritage information. In fact, spatio-temporal information visualization is a challenging issue in that application field due to the heterogeneous, imperfect, fuzzy and sometimes uncertain nature of temporal data. Some studies [35, 36]
already take into consideration uncertainties and heterogeneity of temporal data, and
Blaise [37] explored a number of visualization options, i.e. combination of twodimensional spatial representations with diverse temporal visualization (timeline,
concentric time) in order to represent architectural changes of a group of edifices
throughout the time. Although those studies draw attention to the particularities of
spatio-temporal visualization for cultural heritage studies and their prospected needs,
they do not offer a generic framework that would match a variety of use cases.
Thorough evaluation of the in-house approaches shows that most visualization solutions in which both spatial and temporal data are of concern to analysts, there is a
general tendency to segregate them in different views. Our contribution in comparison
to the aforementioned studies focuses on experimenting a hybrid space + time visualization solution, adapted to information sets extracted from citizen-side unsorted esources, and concerning a large amount of minor heritage artefacts.
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Implementation and interactive user platform

The global objective of our research is to better weigh and assess how the nature of
citizen-side contributions can impact the way information about minor heritage can be
recorded, formalized, and visualized. One of the first developments we have engaged
is a series of open-source geo-visualization solutions that have been designed for use
in the context such information sets, and that help document minor heritage assets.
The idea was to try to see what how unsorted raw data as available in web content
(whatever the origin and target of the web pages) can act as a tool for the
(re)interpretation of minor heritage. The research process started with the cumbersome task of analyzing and pulling together large and unsorted data sets (web pages
mainly). That first task lead to a structuring of the data that offers a level of flexibility
suitable to the harvesting context (e.g., heterogeneity, lacking elements), and focusing
on the “localization” or “anchoring” of the information in time and space.

In a second stage we designed open-source geo-visualization solutions allowing
for what the whole process is about: comparative reasoning. Shortly said, the ambition of these open-source visual solutions is to support analysts in their effort to pull
together and make sense of unsorted, raw evidence. The visualization platform builds
on the famous mantra of Shneiderman [38]: “overview first, zoom and filter, then
details-on-demand”, and aims to do implicit data filtering through user interaction. It
does not only distribute (in space and time) e-sources systematically, but allows analysts to uncover expected or unexpected patterns and correlations among the information set. In this section we first present the test case and in particular the data we cope
with, and then comment on some of the visual solutions.
3.1. Harvesting and structuring the data
The research encompasses three heterogeneous collections: edifices, movable objects
(ethnographic collections from the MuCEM, Museum of European and Mediterranean
Civilizations) and intangible heritage (practices, craftsmanship). Naturally the way
items of these three collections are localized (in time and space) is uneven, and an
issue as such, but in this paper we shall focus on the first aforementioned collection,
composed of 1066 rural chapels (fig.1) located in the south-east of France (Southern
Alps, région Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur), distributed in 340 communes1. The spatiotemporal data brought together is quite significant in terms of quantity (over 2500 esources), and can be described as imperfect, incomplete, and heterogeneous both in
terms of determinacy and of origin. Besides, there is neither any connection between
them nor any predefined structure since most of the e-sources originate from scattered
local initiatives (e.g., individuals recounting a journey, group of persons interested in
the local history). E-sources are stored with typological markers showing the origin of
the producers, from “official” web sites to individual blogs (fig.2).
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The communes are the lowest level of administrative division in the French Republic.

Fig. 1. Imagery representing archetype of (some) edifices within the collection.

Fig. 2. A visualization of e-sources distributed by commune. Each commune is represented by
a small circle composing the overall circular diagram, the colors of these circles differentiate
the administrative structure communes belong to. Lines running from the circles outbound
measure the number of edifices per communes (the longer the line, the highest amount of edifices). The small squares making up the lines inward have a color code according the e-source
category, and length of the lines show the amount of e-sources. A selection by the user of one
the circles results in the opening of a list of edifices per commune, with for each of them a
number of e-sources. Significant remarks can be made when analyzing the visualization: no
systematic relation of the number of edifices to the number of sources, a detectable difference
in the origin of sources between communes on the right (green circles) and communes on the
left-down quarter (blue circles), substantial differences across edifices of the same commune,
etc.

The harvesting task aimed at providing for each edifice the following indications:
• Geospatial characteristics: geographical location, with an assessment of quality (04 scale), typological markers, orientation, altitude, toponymical variations.
• Temporal characteristics: anchoring in time of the artefact’s creation or foundation,
with an assessment of contradictions and a data model storing on one hand the verbal indication as found in the source and a transfer to a tuple of integers, and a recording of cyclic events (e.g., votive festivals).
• Imagery and other qualitative indications such as alternative names.
It has to de said that these indications are not always available, can be worded in an
imprecise way (e.g., …the edifice was located along the narrow valley close to the
stream...) or can be contradictory, hence it created one of the next challenges: creation
of explicit graphical semiology.

3.2. The visualization effort
The aim of the visualization effort goes beyond the localization of artefacts on maps:
what is targeted is to support information analysis and data quality assessment, as an
overly above a background cartography. In terms of technology, the platform combines RDBMS, HTML/js scripting, and a cartography part developed over the leaflet
web library [39]. The whole platform thereby remains fully “in line” with the very
essence of citizen science initiatives.
The resulting interactive geo-visualization facilitates exploration by information
filtering in various zoom levels and offers the following services: (i) examining each
edifice individually, (ii) evaluating groups of edifices focusing on a specific commune, (iii) comparing individual edifices or communes with each other by applying
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different spatial and/or temporal information filters, (iv) interpreting the overall dataset by detecting relations, similarities and differences in regional scale. Table 1 summarizes the various visual solutions we have developed and tested.
Table 1. Comparison of the available information layers in different geo-visualization solutions
Available information layers/access options
Geographical location
Quality of localization
Implantation (relation with a setting)
Orientation
Altitude
Visual (thumbs)
Ordinal/linear time
Cyclic time
Amount of e-sources
Origin of e-sources
Quality of information
User-side free interaction
Pre-defined controlled zoom levels
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The solutions we have experimented implement the concept of implicit filtering at
two levels: using the geographical localization itself, and using the representation of
that localization (zoom level). Shortly said, several issues have been at the heart of
our developments: the age-old question of combining space and time in a unique vis-

ual component, the use of alternative models of time and of alternative filtering by
zoom levels, the notion of information patterns, and of course pitfalls to overcome
when facing incomplete or ill-defined pieces of data (e.g., contradictory temporal
information, imprecision of localization). The following figure (fig.3) illustrates
(some of) the actual services provided.

Fig. 3. Examples of open-source geo-visualization solutions in two main variations: on the lefthand side a user can superimpose all or some spatio-temporal information for cross comparison
according to his/her preference, whereas on the right-hand side, target information is predefined
and information layers are displayed/hidden following zoom level change by the user. The
background cartography is subject to change in both cases.
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Evaluation and limitations

The overall implementation process has been straightforward to handle, and found
convenient for organizing interaction between a map and other components of the
web interface. Nonetheless, it derives the necessity for the designer to invest time on
programming interactions. In addition, some limitations need to be made clear:
• The platform allows enhancing cartographical layer with other components but it
has a rather limited graphic vocabulary.
• The readability of the "abstract" semiology representing overlaid spatio-temporal
information patterns is significantly impacted by the cartographic background layer
selected by the user. For instance, some layers may be visible in black and white
Open Street Map (OSM) background while they are not in regular OSM.
• We experimented embedding multiple cartographic backgrounds, named “tiles” in
the leaflet architecture (OSM, OSM B&W, IGN’s géoportail, Wikimedia, etc.). It
can be seen as an advantage for different readings of information patterns but alters
the performance when adding numerous tiles (downloading time becomes costly).
• We faced an inconsistency problem regarding the different projections provided by
diverse open-source repositories. For instance, the boundaries of communes provided by public sources do not persistently overlap with OSM.
• The overlapping of symbols – also an age-old problem in cartography - remains an
open issue. At this stage, we offer user-side interaction that allow resizing of the
semiology, typically in the case of close vicinities. The state-of-the-art seems to
prove that an ideal solution remains to be found for redistribution / masking
/grouping of the overlapping symbols.
• The density of the information layers added on top of the cartographic background
leads to large files, embedding an important set of client-side events handling and
js functions. At this stage, the scalability of the implementation remains questionable: the reuse of the technological pipeline should be a concern if wanting to extend the experiment to significantly larger collections.
Finally, we also carried out an experimental evaluation of the main cartographic
solutions in order to investigate the coherency of the system with human cognition,
i.e., its efficiency as a communication channel. It allowed us to compare two approaches for information filtering, i.e., predefined controlled zoom levels (the zoom
level implicitly filters the information layers) and a classic user-side free interaction
(user-side selection of information layers to display).
Seven human evaluators, used to heritage as a domain but with different backgrounds, were asked to spot information patterns (comparing the amount of sources

for a set of edifices for instance), to carry out basic tasks (finding an edifice with a
given information pattern for instance), and in the case of maps with predefined controlled zoom levels to associate information layers with a given zoom level.
In user-side free interaction mode, the majority of the rates show that readability of
ill-defined localization was more convenient than the readability of ill-defined temporal data. Ultimately testers were asked to rate the readability and efficiency of the
cartographic products in a more flexible way, and here the variety in background of
testers was an important and positive aspect of the evaluation as it showed that beyond some specific shortages of the platform, named by most testers, a number of
choices and designs are diversely judged. The relevance, the information retrieval
capabilities of the platform clearly would require different “ways of doing” matching
the different types of understanding of the testers. Naturally we need to say that the
overall evaluation should be seen as a preliminary one, we acknowledge the necessity
to further evaluate, and develop overall implementation accordingly.
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Conclusions and future works

This research aims at answering to the question of how information harvested from
citizen-side contributions about time and space, given their very nature (e.g., imperfections, heterogeneity), can be profitable for comprehensive analysis by heritage
scientists such as cross-examination. It is found out that although there is a growing
interest on applying visualization solutions/models for evaluating spatial and temporal
information, most segregate spatial information from temporal information, which
might create misconceptions especially concerning heritage spaces’ dynamic characteristics which continuously evolve in time. Our contribution differs from the aforementioned approaches by providing a hybrid information retrieval platform, designed
to allow for the identification of information patterns in a wide minor heritage collection. This requires a comprehensive solution allowing both evaluating peculiarity of
each artefact and comparisons with one another.
The introduced space+time geo-visualization solutions targeted minor heritage assets for which there is a lack of comprehensive analytical information. Evaluation
results show that provided open-source visualization solutions embedding various
spatial and temporal attributes in a platform, can allow scientists to benefit from hybrid visualizations as a basis for comparative reasoning and analysis. By this way, one
can uncover illiterate information patterns and correlations in the information by filtering and combining spatio-temporal variables.
We now plan to experiment collaborative 3D data acquisition in connection with
the developments carried out in our research unit. What is ahead is also collecting
real-life experiences and testimonies, beyond existing sets of e-sources, through
crowdsourcing-like initiatives.
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